The thermomechanical properties of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) such as elastic modulus, thermal conductivity, and coefficient of thermal expansions are determined by pores, cracks, and splat boundaries, which affect the thermoelastic properties of thermally grown oxide (TGO) layer and the fracture behavior in TBCs. The thermoelastic characteristics thus have been investigated through mathematical analysis, as functions of microstructure and TGO layer. TriplexPro TM -200 system was applied to prepare TBC samples using different commercialized powders. The surface of each TBC was reheated by a plasma flame without powder feeding in a certain condition with same equipment, and then cooled rapidly to create vertical type cracks on the top coat. The microstructural characterizations for TGO layers in the relatively porous and dense TBCs with the vertical cracks were analyzed through mathematical approaches. According to the thermoelastic theory a couple of governing partial differential equations was derived, and a finite volume method was developed to evaluate the thermoelastic characteristics like temperature distribution profiles, displacement, and stresses, induced by a thermal fatigue for the governing equa-
INTRODUCTION
To improve the durability of metal components a widely used method is ceramic thermal barrier coating (TBC) techniques. The TBC techniques protect hot path components of gas turbines and combustors, and a ceramic top coat, a superalloy substrate, and a metallic bond coat between the substrate and the top coat are primary layers for the constitution (see Fig. 1 ). On the back of the reduction of the surface temperature of substrate the advanced turbines and combustors retard failure mechanisms such as delamination, bulging, and cracking and extend their lifetime.
A thermally grown oxide (TGO) is formed between the top coat and the bond coat due to the diffusion of the oxygen and aluminium atoms from the top and the bond coat, respectively, during the thermal cycling. The spallation failure of TBCs is a conclusive result of TGO growth [1] and appears around the TGO layer upon cooling [2, 3] . Al depletion and the TGO rumpling are representative mechanisms and determine the failure phenomena progress [4, 5] . Many authors, for example, Wu et. al. [6] and Zhao et. al. [7] have been investigated the effects of TGO layer to the failure mechanisms. Moreover, a statistical, quantitative analysis on uneven TGO and its development with time variable were presented by Che et. al. [8] .
The size, shape, and the density of a feedstock powder provide an important role to determine the microstructural characterizations of TBCs, that is, exert influence on the thermal and mechanical properties in TBC systems [9] . In addition, the deposition process parameters are essential elements upon the composition of microstructures. Zotov et. al. [10] , Kulkarni et. al [11] , and Schulz [12] studied the effects of thermal annealing on the microstructure of TBCs, deposited by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD). The microstructure features of TBCs manufactured using the air plasma spray (ASP) process have been studied and clarified Cernuschi et. al. [13] .
Recently, the effects of vertical-crack on the top coat generated by controlling the deposition process have been being the focus of attention by many authors. Xie et. al. [14] suggested a way for the formation of vertical cracks in solution precursor plasma spray (SPPS) process. In SPPS TBCs, the tensile stress derived from the pyrolysis of precursor occurring during coating deposition or post heat-treatment plays a major role for the formation of vertical cracks. Process/structure maps of as a function of particles and substrates were constructed by Basu et. al. [15] . Jadhav and Padture [16] used liquid-precursor solutions that are injected directly into the plasma jet, instead of the ceramic powder feedstock used in the conventional APS process to obtain desirable through-thickness vertical cracks and demonstrate that the vertical cracked models improve strain tolerance. However, the effects of vertical crack to the thermoelastic characteristics at the TGO layer still remain to be required further research in spite of running active research.
In the present paper, the microstrutural characterizations at the TGO layer are analyzed through the thermolelastic characteristics considering circular disk TBC samples with vertical cracks at the top coat. TBC samples were prepared by TriplexPro TM -200 system using different commercialized powders for the microstructural characterizations and METECO 204 NS used to manufacture a relatively dense TBC. The top coats were coated onto the bond coat, and then the surface of each TBC was reheated by plasma without powder feeding in same equipment. The reheated top coat cooled rapidly, in the control of the microstructure qualities at the top coat, to induce vertical type cracks on the top coat. At the TGO layer the thermoelastic characteristics such as temperature distribution profiles, displacement, and stresses are displayed based on the mathematical approach. The results and the analysis performed here contribute further understanding to the behaviors of TBCs.
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Temperature distribution formulation
The circular sample is assumed to be subjecting to a uniform temperature loading to the longitudinal z -direction (see Fig. 1 ). The governing differential equation for the temperature distribution profiles is c are integral constants. The boundary conditions for integral constants are given by Then, the integral constants for the circular disk temperature distribution profile at each th i layer can be determined uniquely by solving the following linear system; with two equations are remained, which will be solved easily.
Thermoelastic formulation
Since the temperature profiles pressures the circular disk to the longitudinal direction only, all quantities are independent of circumferential () direction. Equilibrium equations in polar coordinates thus are
Mathematical analysis of microstructural characterizations
Let u be the displacement to the radial direction, let v be the displacement to the circumferential direction, and let w be the displacement to the longitudinal direction. The independence of all quantities in circumferential direction yields the following strain-displacement relations
The strain-stress relations due to the thermal expansion can be expressed as
where (5)- (7) leads to the following governing equations
Finite volume formulation
The Eq(8) can be solvable analytically, while the governing equations for the circular disk are too complicate to be solved analytically and a finite volume method is adopted to obtain approximated solutions. The domain is divided up into control volume and integrates the field equations over each control volume. The finite surface mesh is denoted by ) , ( j i and the discretisations for the governing equations are developed based on the following relations at the adjacent locations; 
In the equations a subscript 2 1 implies the value of the displacement at the boundary of the control surface. According to above relations at the adjacent locations the governing equations (8) are discretised as below 
The finite volume model developed based on the following boundary conditions; indicates the vertical-cracked location at the top coat.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mechanical and thermal properties shown in Table I are applied for the temperature distribution profile and the thermoelastic characteristics. The temperature distribution profile is obtained based on the process in the section 2.1 and displayed in Fig. 2 . The rate of temperature change at the top represents the low thermal conductivity feature of the material METECO 204 NS. But, the highest thermal conductivity appears at the TGO layer and the picture in the small rectangular in Fig. 2 shows the smallest decrease in temperature distribution profiles. According to the temperature distribution profile displayed it demonstrates that the rate of temperature decrease is getting slower as metal concentration increases and that the mathematical approach is reliable and reasonable. The radial displacement profiles were shown in Fig. 3 
